
Author Title Year Edition Publisher Description Condition Proposed treatment Cost WSOA 
reference 

No. 
Anonymous 
(Author is 
Thomas Barker)

The Country-mans 
Recreation t/w A Perfect 
Platform of a Hop Garden

1654 + 1653 1st T Mabb London 18.5 x 14.5cm 135 pages. 1st two 
parts of  3. Half tan leather, marbled 
boards

Spine=T and almost totally lost. FB detached 
and RB almost detached. Very fragile.

Surface cleaning. Consolidate boards, edge and 
corner infills. Remove spine leather and on 
corners. New spine layers. Reback in leather 
and corners. 

£280.00

RB13

Anonymous 
(Various)

The Fountain of 
Knowledge: or British 
Legacy (also known as The 
British Legacy) - Everyone 
Their Own Physician

No 
date(1760)

Bailey 17 x 12 com (8vo).  130 pages.  Boards bound with a paper spine (may be 
pub. Boards.). Front board o.k. but rear spine 
splitting and weak. Overall worn and 
deteriorating with loss at different places. 
Some loss at top of TP and following pages. 
No visible title.

Surface cleaning. Paper repairs to mould 
damaged pages at the front and back of the 
textblock. Melinext wrapper with paper label 
attached to the inside of the spine part. Don't 
open uncut pages. 

£150.00

RB18

Cavallo Tiberius 
FRS

An Essay on the Theory and 
Practice of Medical 
Electricity

1781 2nd J Jackson, 
London

Full leather with all-over sponged 
pattern

Leather damaged with grain layer lost due to 
abrasion at edges and bands and because of 
the sponged pattern. Front board is very 
loose and hinge/joint is split, back joint also 
split.

Surface cleaning. Consolidate leather with 
Klucel G. Reinforce joints with Japanese paper 
(inside or outside)

£80.00

RB57

Culpeper 
Nicholas

Culpepper’s English 
Physician and Complete 
Herbal (Part 1 and Part 
2(The Medical Part) edited 
by E. Sibley

1798 3rd Ed Printed for the 
author, London

27.8x 22m 396+256 pages. Full 
leather.

 Boards weak but hinges starting to go. 
Spine=T deteriorating and Title lost. Pages 
dry and flaky and binding V worn

Surface cleaning. Repair endpapers. Lift spine 
leather. New spine linings. Consolidate boards, 
edge and corner infills. Reattach front boards. 
Leather label. Corner repairs with leather. New 
spine leather (no endbands but strengthened 
headcaps). Repair inner joints.

£400.00

RB72

Darwin Charles On The Origin of Species 1866 4th Ed John Murray, 
London

19.2 x 12cm, 593 pages, Half tan 
leather and boards.

 Gilt on Spine = H. Both hinges splitting and 
top of spine lost. Very dry but has evidence 
of damp staining at base of pages. Piece cut 
from pge 593.A few pages are loose.

Surface cleaning. Attach loose page. Flattening 
boards warped from water damage. Close split 
hollow. Consolidation of edges and corners.

£160.00

RB76

Garth Samuel 
(written in pencil 
on TP)

The Dispensary. A Poem. In 
Six Canto’s

1706 John Nutt Full leather with some decoration on 
both boards.19 x 12.5cm 
(Octavo),120 pages

Full leather with some decoration on both 
boards. Which are dirty and water stained. 
Spine (=T) is dark, dirty and separating 
externally from both boards. Hinges very 
weak and splitting inside and out. 5 cross 
stitches.

Surface cleaning. Furbishment of 18th c. 
binding. Reattach lifting leather.

£120.00

RB113

Magendie 
Francois (Author)  
+ Haden C.T.  
(Translator) + 

Formulary for the 
Preparation and Mode of 
Employing Several New 
Remedies

1824 Underwood, 
London.

Bound in full leather. 18 x 11cm, 
154+48 pages.

  Front board completely detached. Rear 
board hinge gone, paper split but hanging 
on. Spine (=T) has gilt decoration and title 
Magendies Formulary. Gilt border to both 
boards and front board has RETAIL 
DEPARTMENT in gilt.

Surface clean. Attach front board. Consolidate 
leather.

£120.00

RB169



Nightingale 
Florence

Notes on Nursing. What it 
is - what it is not

Undated but 
1860

1st Harrison, 
London

8vo, original pebbled cloth, spine 
lacking, covers detached

24 x 14cm, 76 pages. Bound fully in dark 
olive brown cloth. Title on front board in gilt. 
Rear board fully detached and most of thin 
spine lost with signatures showing.

Surface cleaning. Repair spines of paper 
sections. Resew sections. Recreate spine with 
matching Japanese paper.

£200.00

RB185

Perry S A Disquisition of the Stone 
and Gravel together with 
Strictures on the Gout

1779 6th - 16.2 x 10cm (Octavo), 220 pages.  Bound fully in leather with gilt border to 
boards. Hinges feel sound but both show 
significant splitting especially on leather 
exterior boards which show signs of damp in 
the past. Spine (=T) is o.k. and text block 
feels sound.

Surface cleaning. Re-inforce outer joints. 
Flatten and consolidate corners.

£120.00

RB190

Steggall John 
(translator)

Gregory’s Conspectus 
Medicinae Theoreticae; 
with an Ordo Verborum 
and Literal Translation by 
John Steggall  (Jacob 
Gregory)

1837 4th Ed. Churchill, 
London

17.5 x 11cm, 564 pages, Full dark 
green cloth.

  Endpapers split at hinges, both weak. Paper 
title fixed to spine (=H). Text block solid but 
spine separating with loss at top and 
bottom.

Surface Cleaning. Paper repairs incl. inner joint 
repairs. New hollow. Remake spine and 
reattach. Consolidate corners. Melinex 
wrapper with new paper title lable attached 
inside the spine piece. 

£200.00

RB213

Ware James 
(Surgeon FRS)

Observations on the 
Cataract and Gutta Serena

1812 3rd 
Edition

Mawman, 
London.

23 x 14.5cm, 460 pages, Quarter 
bound in white paper on marbled 
boards.

  Hinges relatively sound but spine (=T) has 
considerable paper loss with signatures 
showing. Text block loose and weak and 
some pages still uncut.

Surface cleaning. Consolidate sewing, spine 
and corners. Fill in losss in paper publisher's 
binding. Melinex wrapper with paper label on 
the inside. 

£150.00

RB235

Willis Thomas Dr Willis’s Practice of 
Physick, being the works of 
that renowned and Famous 
Physician corrected and 
amended by S Pordage  
bound with An Essay of the 
Pathology of the Brain and 
Nervous Stock bound with 
Pharmaceutice Rationalis 
bound with Two Discourses 
Concerning the Souls of 
Brutes.

1683-1684 Dring, London. 37 x 20.5cm, 158+96+160+218+234 
pages. Bound fully in leather with 
blind tooling.

Front board fully detached. Rear hinge 
reasonably sound. Hinges repaired in past 
with brown cloth which has deteriorated. 
Spine (=T) is a replacement but this is now 
also going. Text block sound but brittle.

Surface Cleaning. Paper repairs incl. inner joint 
repairs. Consolidation of boards, edge and 
corner infills. Re-attach front board. New spine 
linings, reattach current spine leather. 

£250.00

RB241
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